Sports: Bassett’s Hairston to play football at E&H.
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Census:
US more
diverse
Latest data shows
smaller white
population nationwide.
MIKE SCHNEIDER

Associated Press

shared their reactions to the ﬁgures they were told by telephone.
Henry County Administrator
Tim Hall was not available for
comment Thursday afternoon.
“I can’t say I’m terribly surprised with that number,” Towarnicki said. “In recent decades we’ve seen a steady decline in Southwest Virginia.
That number is consistent with
other numbers throughout the
region. I don’t see anything speciﬁc that points to Martinsville
speciﬁcally. It’s a regional issue
affecting rural areas in general.”
Said Hazelwood: “I knew that
we were anticipating a decline.”
Both said the populations of
their areas might well be growing since the census ﬁgures were
taken.
“From where we sit, looking at business day in and day
out, I’m of the opinion that the
number is stabilizing and in the
future we would see that number at a minimum level out and
possibly even increase,” Towarnicki said.

The U.S. became more diverse
and more urban over the past decade, and the white population
dropped for the ﬁrst time on
record, the Census Bureau said
Thursday as it released a trove
of demographic data that will be
used to redraw the nation’s political maps.
The new ﬁgures offered the
most detailed portrait yet of
how the country has changed
since 2010, and they are sure to
set off an intense partisan battle over representation at a time
of deep national division and
ﬁghts over voting rights. The
numbers could help determine
control of the House in the 2022
elections and provide an electoral edge for years to come.
The data will also shape how
$1.5 trillion in annual federal
spending is distributed.
The ﬁgures show continued
migration to the South and West
at the expense of counties in the
Midwest and Northeast. The
share of the white population
fell from 63.7% in 2010 to 57.8%
in 2020, the lowest on record,
though white people continue
to be the most prevalent racial
or ethnic group. However, that
changed in California, where
Hispanics became the largest
racial or ethnic group, growing
to 39.4% from 37.6% over the
decade, while the share of white
people dropped from 40.1% to
34.7%.
“The U.S. population is much
more multiracial and much more
racially and ethnically diverse
than what we have measured in
the past,” said Nicholas Jones, a
Census Bureau official.
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Population density figures show what experience already does: The western end of Patrick County is where the population is most spread out, at
fewer than 28 people per square mile, and Martinsville has the densest population, at 1.693 people per square mile.

Census trends downward
Census figures show Southside population loss is consistent with that of other rural Virginia areas.
HOLLY KOZELSKY

hkozelsky@martinsvillebulletin.com

Over the past 10 years, Martinsville stayed the closest to its
population base of all surrounding areas, data from the 2020
Census shows.
Census 2020 data were released on Thursday from the U.S.
Census Bureau.
Martinsville’s population is
down 2.4% to 13,485 in 2020,
from 13,821 in 2010.
Patrick County lost 4.8% of its
population, settling at 17,608 in
2020 from 18,490 in 2010.
Henry County has had the
heaviest population loss, a 5.9%
decrease in population over the
past decade, going from 54,191
in 2010 to 50,948 listed in 2020.
Both Martinsville City Manager Leon Towarnicki and Patrick County Administrator Geri
Hazelwood said they were not
surprised at the population loss,
which they said – and Virginia’s
Census ﬁgures bear out — is the
norm for rural areas.
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City Manager Leon Towarnick said he was not surprised at the
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population loss.
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Mask mandate for schools
Students, teachers at Va.’s public, private
K-12 schools must wear mask indoors
under new public health order.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Students, teachers and staff at
Virginia’s public and private K-12
schools must wear a mask while
indoors under a new public health
order Gov. Ralph Northam’s administration issued Thursday.
The move came after a handful of school districts in recent
days decided to buck the Democratic governor’s interpretation of a state law and opt not to

require face coverings, against
the current recommendations
of the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention. Tension over the politically divisive
issue has exploded at one school
board meeting after other in the
past week.
“This is a way to ensure uniformity in schools across Virginia,” Northam spokeswoman
Alena Yarmosky said.
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Gov. Ralph Northam announced new workplace rules for state employees on
Please see MASKS, Page A5 Thursday in response to a recent surge in COVID-19 cases.
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Afghanistan to evacuate
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The mandate came in the form
of a public health order from the
state health commissioner, Dr.
Norman Oliver.
It requires that any individual aged 2 or older wear a mask
while inside a school building,
with limited exceptions for activities including eating, drinking, sleeping and exercising. The
text of the order says it takes effect Thursday and will remain in
effect until the CDC guidelines
change.
The order also says anyone
with a medical condition or
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